Flowers & Decorations
We provide Event Design services.

We help our couples in choosing the style, the colours, the settings and the decorations, to create their unique wedding.

We work with wedding professionists that, like us, love details.
Below you can find a practical guide, useful to define the setting of your wedding!

Six steps to help you to choose:

1. The colours of your wedding
2. The civil ceremony set up or the Church set up
3. The style and the centrepieces
4. The seating chart
5. Floral accessories for the bride and groom and witnesses
6. Special details for your wedding day!
Choose the colours of your wedding
Total White
White And Green
Pastel Colours
Natural Gold
Choose the Church set up
Catholic Weddings are usually celebrated in the church inside the castle that is consacrated to John the Evangelist and has a capacity of 90 seats and 40 standing.

The Castle can also decorate other Churches in the nearby to keep the style between the Ceremony and the Reception.

For the Church set up we have four different decoration packages, but we are also open to create a customized package for you.
Basic

- Two flower compositions set at the entrance of the Church
- White carpet in the Church
- White covers for the pews
- Flower composition for the Altar
- Two flower composition beside the Bride’s and Groom’s pew.
- White Carpet in the Medieval Hamlet
- Lanterns set beside the white carpet in the Hamlet
- Two flower composition at the entrance of the Church with glass lanterns
- White carpet in the Church
- White covers for the pews
- Flower composition for the Altar
- Two flower composition beside the Bride’s and Groom’s pew.
- Three flower compositions along the aisle set on the pews (six composition in total)
- Two compositions tied around the Columns
- One composition for the pulpit
Natural

- Chord made of greenery and flowers set in the Hamlet from the well to the Church entrance
- White covers for the pews
- Compositions of greenery and flowers set on all the pews
- Flower composition for the Altar
- Two flower composition beside the Bride’s and Groom’s pew.
- Two compositions tied around the columns
- On composition for the pulpit
- Entrance natural composition
White Carpet in the Medieval Hamlet
Lanterns set along the white carpet
Greenery and flower composition around the door of the church
Table with confetti lanterns and flower decorations
Welcome sign beside the door
White carpet in the Church
White covers for the pews
Flower composition for the Altar
Two flower composition beside the Bride’s and Groom’s pew.
Three flower compositions along the aisle (six compositions in total)
Two compositions tied around the columns
One composition for the pulpit
Basic
✓ Two flower compositions set at the entrance of the Church
✓ White carpet in the Church
✓ White covers for the pews
✓ Flower composition for the Altar
✓ Two flower composition beside the Bride’s and Groom’s pew

Silver
✓ White Carpet in the Medieval Hamlet
✓ Laterns set beside the white carpet in the Hamlet
✓ Two flower composition composition at the entrance of the Church with glass lanterns
✓ White carpet in the Church
✓ White covers for the pews
✓ Flower composition for the Altar
✓ Two flower composition beside the Bride’s and Groom’s pew.
✓ Three flower compositions along the aisle set on the pews (six composition in total)
✓ Two compositions tied around the Columns
✓ One composition for the pulpit

Natural
✓ Chord made of greenery and flowers set in the Hamlet from the well to the Church entrance
✓ White covers for the pews
✓ Compositions of greenery and flowers set on all the pews
✓ Flower composition for the Altar
✓ Two flower composition beside the Bride’s and Groom’s pew.
✓ Two compositions tied around the columns
✓ On composition for the pulpit
✓ Entrance natural composition

Gold
✓ White Carpet in the Medieval Hamlet
✓ Lanterns set along the white carpet
✓ Greenery and flower composition around the door of the church
✓ Table with confetti lanterns and flower decorations
✓ Welcome sign beside the door
✓ White carpet in the Church
✓ White covers for the pews
✓ Flower composition for the Altar
✓ Two flower composition beside the Bride’s and Groom’s pew.
✓ Three flower compositions along the aisle (six composition in total)
✓ Two compositions tied around the columns
✓ One composition for the pulpit

Package quotation € 850,00
Package quotation € 1250,00
Package quotation € 1650,00
Package quotation € 1800,00
Choose the civil ceremony set up
Castello di Montignano is one of the few private properties all over Umbria where a Mayor can celebrate civil marriages.

Locations available for this ceremony are:
- **The Hamlet** surrounded by the evocative Medieval walls of the Castle
- The enchanting **Stone Halls of the** Castle with vaulted ceilings
- **The Pool park** with breathtaking view of Martani Hills.

SETTING OF CIVIL MARRIAGE:
- Setting of Mayor Desk
- Setting of Chairs with Covers
- Fabrics white carpets on the aisle
- Small romantic cushion for the rings
- Audio system + microphones
- Audio technician for music and audio

PRICE: € 10,00 per guest (Min. € 500,00)
Flowers: seasonal flowers

Composition: Flower composition coming down from the balcony in the hamlet

Quotation: starting from € 450,00 (3 compositions)

Possible combinations:
• All white
• White and Green
• Pastel colors
• Colorful
White fabric curtain
Set under the arch, behind the major’s table, with flower and greenery decoration.
To create a beautiful frame for the ceremony

Quotation: starting from € 300,00
Flowers: seasonal flowers.

Long flower composition:
• Medium € 100,00 cad.
• Big € 150,00 cad.

Lantern with big flower composition € 110,00

Possible combinations:
• All white
• White and Green
• Pastel colors
• Colorful
Stone Well

SEASONAL FLOWERS

Starting from € 150,00

Possible combinations:
• All white
• White and Green
• Pastel colors
• Colorful
Horthus wall

SEASONAL FLOWERS

Flower bouquets hanged on the hortus wall with white drapings:

Starting from € 30,00 cad.

Possible combinations:
• All white
• White and Green
• Pastel colors
• Colorful
Ceremony Entrance

SEASONAL FLOWERS

Small composition hanged on the hortus wall:

Starting from € 150

Possible combinations:
- All white
- White and Green
- Pastel colors
- Colorful

Growing up natural composition
Composition on vases with coloumn
Flower decoration on the chairs

SEASONAL FLOWERS

Flower decorations on each chair

Starting from € 10,00

Possible combinations:
• All white
• White and Green
• Pastel colors
• Colorful
Civil Union in the Pool Park
Flower arches can be of many different kinds. On this brochure we have highlighted different solutions for their decoration.

The floral arch can be set in the park area, in the hamlet or at Church entrance.

Quotation: starting from € 650,00

The floral team is at disposal to move decorations during the event. For example: if the arch has been used for the ceremony and the bride and groom would like to have it by the pool for the cut of the cake, the team will take care of setting it there.
Romantic frame for the Ceremony. This option has a light flower decoration. The Chandelier is optional.
Romantic frame for the Ceremony
Rich Flower Arch Decoration
Wooden square arch which can be decorated with a lovely and elegant fabric. Flower decorations give the natural touch.
Geometrical arch

Such a stylish design for a wedding!
Entrance compositions
Flowers: seasonal flowers.

Proposals:
• Flower composition on a wrought iron structure € 110,00 cad.
• Big flower composition in antique vase set on column € 250,00 cad.
• Flower composition on plexiglass column € 180,00 cad.

We suggest at least 2.

Possible combinations:
• All white
• White and Green
• Pastel colors
• Colorful
Entrance compositions
Flowers: seasonal flowers.

Proposals:
• Flower composition on an iron structure € 125,00 cad.
• Natural composition starting from € 100,00 cad.

We suggest at least 2.

Possible combinations:
• All white
• White and Green
• Pastel colors
• Colorful
Nave Decoration

1. Outdoor wedding setup with chairs and floral arrangements.
2. Close-up of floral decor lining the aisle.
3. Indoor wedding setup with white chairs and floral arrangements.
4. Detail of lanterns and floral decorations along the aisle.
Flowers: seasonal flowers.

Proposals:

• 1- compositions on iron structures, starting from 70,00 cad.
• 2- natural compositions growing up starting from 50,00 cad.(approx. one every meter)
• 3- Flowers bouquet on the chairs starting from € 20,00 cad.
• 4- decorated lanterns 12 per side , € 280,00

Possible combinations:

• All white
• White and Green
• Pastel colors
• Colorful
DRAPINGS
from the ceiling with flowers hanging from the chandeliers

Flowers: seasonal flowers.

Proposal:
• White drapings hanging from the ceiling giving an elegant atmosphere with flower bouquet hanging (n° 6 bouquet) € 250,00
• White drapings hanging from the ceiling giving an elegant atmosphere and 5 flower spheres hanging € 300,00

Possible combinations:
• All white
• White and Green
• Pastel colors
• Colorful
Civil Unions inside the Castle

Example of internal rooms ceremony

Proposal:
• Flower arch, starting from € 650,00
• Iron structures, starting from € 110,00 each
• Petal carpet starting from € 250
• Officiant table decorations starting from € 80

Possible combinations:
• All white
• White and Green
• Pastel colors
• Colorful
Civil Unions & Religious Accessories

Petal Carpet € 350,00

Floral Frame for the Church entrance € 450,00
Civil Unions & Religious Accessories

Personalized Confetti Cones € 1,50 cad.

Personalized Bottles € 3,50 cad.

Personalized Fans € 2,00 cad.
Décor corner set at the entrance of the ceremony area as «welcoming table».
Old wooden desk decorated with floral initials or flower composition, n° 50 customized confetti cones and bubbles
Quotation: starting from € 150,00
Medieval well with a strategic decoration, that can be used as a backdrop for the entrance in the Church or for the Civil ceremony in the hamlet.

Price starting from €150,00
3 Choose the style and the table centrepieces
Natural style

Elements that distinguish this style: wood, burlap, moss, raffia, mason jars and other natural materials.
**Composition:**
- Beige or Pearly grey tablecloth
- Wooden boxes with flower composition inside
- Mason jars with small flower bouquets
- Tealight and candle

€ 45,00 per table

**Flowers: seasonal flowers.**

**Possible combinations:**
- All white
- White and Green
- Pastel colors
- Colorful
Composizione:
- Weaved tablecloth – sand colour
- Natural composition with flowers
- Cylinder glass vases with floating candles.
- Tealights

€ 60,00 per table

Flowers: seasonal flowers.

Possible combinations:
- All white
- White and Green
- Pastel colors
- Colorful
Composition:
• Circular flower decoration set around glass wase with candle in the middle
• Tealights set around the flower composition to add more light at the decoration

€ 58,00 per table

Flowers: seasonal flowers

Possible combinations:
• All white
• White and Green
• Pastel colors
• Colorful
Modern style

Elements that distinguish this style: mirror, glass vases, defined shapes.
Composition:

- Elegant Flower composition set on gold iron structure
- Tealight set at the base of the decoration

Starting from € 130,00 per table

Flowers: seasonal flowers.

Possible combinations:
- All white
- White and Green
- Pastel colors
- Colorful
Composition:
• Beige or Pearly grey tablecloth
• Round Mirror
• Three transparent glass vases
• Three flower composition of different height and with three different flowers
• Tealights and candles with petals set on the mirror

€ 65,00 per table

Flowers: seasonal flowers.

Possible combinations:
• All white
• White and Green
• Pastel colors
• Colorful
Rustic Style

Wood, brunches, mason jar
Composition:

- Natural composition, reconstructed tree, with greenery, flowers or fruits
- Tealights set around the flower composition to add more light at the decoration

€ 58,00 per table

Flowers: seasonal flowers, or fruits (lemon)

Possible combinations:
- All white
- White and Green
- Pastel colors
- Colorful
Composition:
• Natural composition, with wooden base, small bouquets in mason jar and glass vases
• Tealights set around the flower composition to add more light at the decoration

€ 45,00 per table

Flowers: seasonal flowers

Possible combinations:
• All white
• White and Green
• Pastel colors
• Colorful
Romantic style

Elements that distinguish this style: silver, mirror, candelabras.
Composition:
• Round Mirror
• Spherical flower composition set on silver or glass stands
• Small flower points on set on the mirror
• Tealights and candles

Starting from € 75,00 per table

Flowers: seasonal flowers.

Possible combinations:
• All white
• White and Green
• Pastel colors
• Colorful
**Composition:**
- Silver Candelabra with spherical flower decoration
- Tealights set on the mirror to add more candle light

**Starting from € 95,00 per table**

**Flowers:** seasonal flowers

**Possible combinations:**
- All white
- White and Green
- Pastel colors
- Colorful
Composition:
- Silver Candelabra with flower cascade decoration
- Tealights set on the table to add more candlelight

Starting from € 110,00 per table

Flowers: seasonal flowers

Possible combinations:
- All white
- White and Green
- Pastel colors
- Colorful
Composition:
• Glass risers with flower composition
• Tealights set on the table to add more candle light

Starting from € 55,00 per table

Flowers: seasonal flowers

Possible combinations:
• All white
• White and Green
• Pastel colors
• Colorful
Natural Gold
Natural Chic
Classic Elegant
Hanging Greenery Decoration
Outside Setting
Long Table
Long Table
Choose the seating chart
Composition:
- Old mirror with wooden frame
- Handwritten guest names
- Lanterns or glass vases set beside the seating plan to create a beautiful light reflection.
- Flower decoration

€ 250,00

Flowers: seasonal flowers.

Possible combinations:
- All white
- White and Green
- Pastel colors
- Colorful
Wooden Signs

Composition:
• Wooden sign
• Handwritten guest names
• Flower decoration

Price: € 200,00
Composition:
- Set of ancient original wooden doors
- Print out of guest’s names
- Small flower decorations

€ 150,00

Flowers: seasonal flowers.

Possible combinations:
- All white
- White and Green
- Pastel colors
- Colorful
Composition:
Romantic seating chart made of hanging lanterns from the trees.

Natural green decoration at the bottom of the lantern.

€ 480,00
**Flower Wall**

*Flower wall* can be a scenic natural backdrop, where we can also add hanging lanterns and candle bowls with guests names. In addition to being a beautiful *set design*, it can also be an *original tableau*. 
Flower Wall

Quotation starting from € 650,00
Choose the accessories
We know that the Bride’s Bouquet is a VERY import choice. In this catalogue we selected some examples that we realized.

**Quotation starting from € 180,00**

Seasonal flower and imported flowers from Holland. In addition to the flower bouquet, the bride may also imagine at a jewel bouquet!

For the Bride we suggest to select **a bouquet to toast** Price € 50,00
The Bottonholes are selected based on the Bride’s Bouquet.
€ 10,00 each

Flowers: seasonal flowers.
Flower bracelet

Starting from € 25,00 each
Flower Crown - Basket With Petals

Flower crown  € 25,00 each

Basket with petals € 15,00 each
6 Add something special to your set up
Decoration corner set in the park area to create a fantastic photo area.

**Includes rental of:**
- Carpet
- White Table
- Lanterns
- Vintage Armchairs
- Flower decoration

€ 300,00
Guest Book Corner

Composition:
• Old wooden desk (18th Century)
• Frame or Mirror with written «Leave a Message»
• Print out of «cards» for guests to write messages on
• Old typewrighter
• Old fashion set of luggage

€ 280,00

Flowers: seasonal flowers.

Possible combinations:
• All white
• White and Green
• Pastel colors
• Colorful
Composition:
- Set behind the Bride and Groom’s Table
- Glass bowl suspension with candles
- Flower cascade suspension

€ 300,00

Flowers: seasonal flowers.

Possible combinations:
- All white
- White and Green
- Pastel colors
- Colorful
Composition:
• Glass lanterns set at the entrance of the park and along the path
• Candles in glass vases set in the sofa points in the park

€ 250,00
LOVE LETTERS
Rental cost € 450,00.

"Love" Letters
Luminous heart decorated with ivy and lights
€ 350,00
FLORAL LETTERS
The letters can be made with flowers or succulent plants.

Quotation starting form € 55,00 per letter
Floral Swing decoration
€ 80,00
Entrance Composition

Flower composition set at the entrance of the pool park
€ 250,00 each
Custom wood signs placed at the entrance of the pool park.
€ 70,00
50 cm diametre
€ 15,00 per balloon

100 cm diametre
€ 45,00 per balloon
Rental Camera with 48 photographs.
Funny accessories to take pictures.
€ 200,00
CADEAU DE MARIAGE
Limoncello Mignon Bottles

A fantastic Italian taste wedding gift for your guests!

It can also be used as seating tag, as we could suggest some customized tags to tie around the bottles and set on each seat.

€ 4,50 each
Oil Bottles

Extra Vergin oil produced in Umbria.

100 ml bottle.

€ 6,00 each
Bottle of PINOT NERO SPUMANTE 100 ml.
(transportation cost not included)

€ 8,00 cad.
The Flower Bar Station is a setting that will surprise all of your guests!

Think at a floral gift created on the spot during the reception / party

Gift can be many and different such as: customized flower box, bouquet, floral accessories, etc...

Quotation on request
PRICES INCLUDE

• Fresh seasonal flowers

• Materials to realize the proposals (mirrors, silverware, lanterns, structures, candle holders, vases, etc..)

• Labour of qualified and professional equipe (during the previous days and during the wedding day)

• VAT

PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE:
Possible transportation costs for home delivery and prices for rented materials that will be quoted separately.
events@montignano.com

tel +39 075 8856113
fax +39 075 6306316

Loc. Montignano, 6
Massa Martana | Perugia

www.montignano.com